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Owing 

Mr. and Mrs. Badrian, 

35 South Hill, 

Dartry, 

Dublin 6, 

Ireland 

28/11/1975 

Dear Dr. Verschuren, 
We have recently returned from Africa after our 

expedition to Zaire to study the ecology and behaviour of Pan paniscBf~ 
We spent 11 months in the country. After several weeks in Lubumbashi 
trying to get permission to drive through the Kasai region, we set 
for Boende. The journey by landrover took us over three weeks as 
roads were so bad. We spent some time in the Bef~le area looking 
a suitable study area. Finally we selected a nice tract of mainl; 
primary forest between the Lomako and Yekokora rivEWB. We had a . 
built and stayed over seven months studying the pygmy chimps. r-
a wonderful experience and produced some interesting data on th 
of these' animals. We are at pr~t writing a paper which we hope 
published in a scientific magazine and also some short articles 
magazines such as Oryx. 

We have read your articles on the wild-life 
Zaire in Oryx with great interest. While in the Boende area we et 
about the existance of pygmy chimps in the Salonga Park and everJ 
told us there wer'nt any there. Even the conseTvateur of the Par' 
he had never seen any. A Japenese team had spent several weeks t 

and found no trace of the pygmy chimpanzees. Do you think its pc 
hat they only occur in the remoter corners of the Park as may 

suggested by the map of their distribution to be found in Reynold's 
II Some Behavioural Comparisons between the chimpanzee and the 

'--
Mountain GorilW (AI!!e~m; AIlt.j!rOpologist. 67 (3): 691-706 (1965) )7 

to scarcity of petrol and time we decided mot to risk a trip ~ 
the Park to investigate for ourselves but went to the Befale area 
re pygmy chimps were quite often seen. 

We would be very interested to know of any sightings 
of the pygmy chimps in the Salonga Park and also of the progress o~ 
Dr. de Wys's study or if you could let us know his address. 

We cut short our study as we could not get our 
visas renewed and our money had run OUE. If we could get more money to 
return and carryon our woek do you think the Zaire authorities would 
let us into the country at the moment? We have heard rumours that 

closed to outsiders. 
If you would be in&erested in reading the results 

or-our study we will send you a 
l 

copy of our data. 
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